ABSTRACT Dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) inherently requires many transcoding operations to produce various bit-rate versions. However, transcoding is highly computationally intensive, resulting in significant power consumption in transcoding servers. To limit the amount of energy consumption in transcoding servers, some transcoding tasks can be skipped and executed later, but this poses several questions, such as (1) which versions can be transcoded before an actual streaming session, (2) how to limit total amount of transcoding energy consumption, and (3) how to handle requests to the untranscoded versions. To address this, we first introduce the concept of transcoding gain to express the overall video quality assigned to each transcoded version by considering segment popularity and go on to propose an algorithm that determines when and which versions should be transcoded with the aim of maximizing the overall transcoding gain by limiting energy consumption. To achieve this, it allows lower bit-rate versions to be streamed than are requested, at the cost of minimal video quality degradation by considering the overall video quality. The proposed scheme was implemented on a clustered system where various issues were resolved. The experimental results show that the transcoding selection algorithms can effectively control the amount of power consumption, minimizing the effect of overall video quality degradation. For example, it can save up to 65% energy when video quality degradation is allowed to be 4.3% at maximum compared with the scheme that transcodes all the versions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, because of the growth of network and multimedia technologies, wireless video streaming has become popular, which makes it essential to cope with various network conditions effectively. To address this, dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) techniques, which are used by the major streaming companies including YouTube and Netflix, divide each video into segments that are further encoded into various bit-rate versions [1] . This allows the client device to choose the most appropriate bit-rate segment to match the current network bandwidth, providing consistent wireless streaming environments under the time-varying network condition [2] .
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Transcoding is essential in DASH-based streaming systems [2] . For example, it was reported that 120 transcoding operations may be needed for Netflix streaming [3] . To support such high demands for transcoding, many cloudbased transcoding services have recently begun to provide streaming service providers with cost-effective transcoding service [4] . For example, Amazon Elastic Transcoder and Google Cloud Platform have started to support cloud transcoding options. However, transcoding operations are inherently computationally intensive, requiring significant CPU power consumption, which imposes a significant operational cost on service providers.
Energy efficiency in a data center is one of the most important issues for cloud service providers. For example, a data center with a provisioned 10-MW peak power capacity VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ requires an annual bill between $100 to $200 million [5] .
In particular, although energy costs may vary depending on the workloads, the cost of the data center building is a fixed factor that depends on its peak capacity [5] . However, it was observed that 3000 Gbps is required for transcoding at peak hours, based on Akamai's workload traces [6] . It is therefore essential to limit peak transcoding power; otherwise, overprovision is required to prepare for peak workloads, adding significantly to the power cost of the data center [5] , [6] . Much work has been performed on the management of computing resources in transcoding servers [7] . For example, some works tackled the tradeoff between storage and computation requirements for transcoding [4] , [8] , some works handled the issue of power management for transcoding [9] , [10] , and several works presented cost optimization algorithms for transcoding cloud environments. However, all of these works have attempted to transcode all the possible bitrate versions, requiring significant computational overhead. To reduce such overhead, some recent works provide guidelines for the selection of transcoding parameters under various network characteristics [1] , [3] , but they did not consider the power issues required for transcoding. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work that aims to cap power consumption by considering the video quality.
We present a new scheme that aims at limiting power consumption in transcoding servers by considering video quality factors. We first introduce the concept of transcoding gain to express the overall video quality achieved as a result of transcoding by considering video popularity. Based on this, we propose a new algorithm that determines 1) which versions should be transcoded and 2) when they are transcoded with the aim of maximizing overall transcoding gain subject to total energy limit to balance transcoding power with video quality. We finally present implementation details for practical use of our scheme.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work, and Section III presents the basic concept. Section IV proposes a new transcoding parameter selection scheme. Section V provides the experimental results, and Section VI finally concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Transcoding is highly computationally intensive, so its effective management has received much attention from research communities as DASH becomes common. For example, several works have focused on the optimization issues for computing resource management for quality of service (QoS) improvement [8] , [11] - [13] . Gao et al. [12] classified transcoding workloads into two categories, namely, realtime and deferrable workloads, and proposed a scheme that makes use of QoS heterogeneity of transcoding operations with the aim of maximizing resource utilization, by allowing preemptive transcoding operations. They also improved it to guarantee QoS statistically; to keep the QoS loss probabilities within the prescribed bounds, an algorithm was proposed to determine the minimum required capacity by learning content-arrival distributions [11] . They tackled resourceprovisioning issues for a transcoding cloud with the aim of maximizing financial profit accrued to cloud service providers.
Wang et al. [13] developed an algorithm to determine which edge servers perform transcoding operations for several transcoding scheduling policies with the aim of improving streaming quality. Li et al. [14] presented a selfconfigurable transcoder on heterogeneous cloud platforms, in which transcoding tasks are dynamically mapped to virtual machines based on the affinity of the transcoding tasks and QoS of requests. Ma et al. [15] presented a priority-based scheduling algorithm that dynamically assigns transcoding jobs to each processor based on workloads observed with the aim of maximizing transcoding throughput. Zhao et al. [16] presented a scheduling method that splits the video into multiple segments to allow parallel transcoding in MapReduce clusters. To maximize parallelism while balancing workloads among clusters, this scheme is based on task locality, minimizing unnecessary overhead such as large-scale data movement and data transfer during the mapping phase. These works, however, did not consider transcoding power issues.
Transcoding operations can be done during an offline transcoding session or an actual streaming session, and there exist two mechanisms that manage storage and computation costs for transcoding operations: online transcoding serves each request in a just-in-time way without storing transcoded versions offline, resulting in significant CPU computation in the streaming session, whereas offline transcoding stores all the transcoded versions in the offline transcoding session, resulting in a lot of storage space [6] . To address this tradeoff, several schemes were developed. For example, Shen et al. [7] provided several strategies to combine online with offline transcoding schemes at the network edges and compared them in terms of caching hit ratio and initial delay. Krishnappa et al. [6] presented a Markov prediction model for future transcoding requests to validate the efficacy of online transcoding. Song et al. [4] presented an algorithm to determine which versions should be stored on disk with the aim of minimizing CPU workloads by considering video popularity. Zhao et al. [8] developed a divide-and-conquer algorithm that minimizes the cloud combined cost of storage and CPU resources by considering high popularity of initial segments of video clips.
Video popularity follows a long-tail distribution, indicating that many versions may be requested only once or not at all [6] . However, all of the works described above attempt to transcode all the possible bit-rate versions without considering these characteristics. To address this, Toni et al. [3] provided a transcoding parameter-selection guideline based on network characteristics, and AparicioPardo et al. [1] improved it with the aim of maximizing average quality-of-experience (QoE) specifically for live adaptive streaming. Kreuzberger et al. [17] assessed how the bit-rate and resolution of videos affect user satisfaction, and provides a guideline to select the bit-rates of segments. Li et al. [18] proposed an algorithm that chooses the bitrate versions of the DASH server in order to minimize the resource consumption while maintaining a high QoE for the users by taking delay and rate-distortion constraints at the server.
Several works have dealt with transcoding optimization issues in cloud-based systems. For example, Wei et al. [19] proposed a cloud-based online video transcoding system for live video streaming by optimizing the number of CPU cores and minimizing transcoding time based on the profiling results of transcoding parameters. Jin et al. [20] proposed a media cloud system composed of edge servers with the aim of minimizing total operational costs based on the optimal transcoding configuration and caching space allocation. Some studies have used edge servers or base stations to reduce the delay perceived by the users in streaming environments. For example, Dutta et al. [21] presented a system that reduces user latency while maintaining video quality through real-time transcoding on edge servers. Colonnese et al. [22] proposed a bandwidth allocation scheme that considers encoding-rate changes to minimize user-perceived latency. However, all of these works took no account of energy issues.
Transcoding requires high computation resulting in high energy consumption, but all of the works described above did not consider energy issues. To address this, Zhang et al. [10] proposed a job dispatching algorithm to consider different CPU power characteristics and provided an analytical model of dynamic voltage scaling for transcoding servers. Song et al. [9] proposed an algorithm that allocates a frequency and a workload to each CPU with the aim of minimizing power consumption while meeting all transcoding deadlines. Li et al. [23] proposed a joint caching and transcoding scheduling scheme for DASH with the aim of minimizing energy consumption in a transcoding proxy server. based on three types of energy consumption at the proxy: transcoding, caching and transport energy. Liu et al. [24] developed a video transcoder cluster using low-cost embedded board (the Raspberry Pi Model B). Although its transcoding power can be reduced greatly, their transcoding speed is 5.5× slower than Intel i5 CPU, making its use for large-scale servers questionable.
All of power management studies above attempted to transcode as many versions as possible, requiring significant power, so no power-capping issues were considered. Lee et al. [25] were the first to address the tradeoff between video quality and transcoding power by considering segment popularity, but this work attempted to limit power consumption during the offline transcoding session only, and did not consider transcoding power issues in the actual streaming session. They also did not consider implementation issues. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this paper reports the first approach that optimizes video quality to achieve power capping by combining offline and online transcoding operations.
III. BASIC IDEA AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. SYSTEM DESIGN AND WORKFLOW
Each video clip in a video-on-demand (VoD) system goes through two sessions: transcoding and streaming sessions. Before actual streaming starts, it first undergoes the transcoding session during which its video segments are transcoded and stored on storage if necessary. After this transcoding session ends, the streaming session for each video can be started to deliver its video segments to the clients [6] .
In offline transcoding, all bit-rate versions are transcoded in the transcoding session, whereas in online transcoding, no transcoding is needed in the transcoding session because all the bit-rate versions are transcoded in the streaming session on-the-fly [6] . Regardless of the length of the segment, the time it takes to transcode the segment is known to be less than the segment length, so online transcoding can be a feasible solution, which allows videos to be delivered on time, even though segments are transcoded in the streaming session [6] . The transcoded versions generated by the online transcoding operations can be stored on storage, which eliminates further transcoding operations for the same versions afterwards.
It is important to limit energy consumption in transcoding servers to prevent over-provision of server resources [5] , [6] . For this purpose, unlike the previous research, we make the following contributions: 1) Determination of transcoding parameters: The popularity of video is known to follow a heavily long-tail distribution where many videos are not requested at all or requested only once; this also means that unpopular videos may not need to be transcoded [6] . Based on this popularity behavior, our scheme skips transcoding operations selectively to limit transcoding power consumption, but in this case, a lower bit-rate version may be delivered in the streaming session if the requested version is not stored on the storage, which makes video quality degradation inevitable. To address this, we develop a transcoding parameter selection (TPS) algorithm to determine which versions are transcoded in transcoding session by considering video popularity and quality, with the aim of minimizing video quality degradation in the streaming session while keeping energy consumption below the specified limit. Unlike previous studies, our scheme combines online with offline transcoding to determine which versions can be transcoded in each transcoding and streaming session. 2) Transcoding model: If a version with the same or lower bit-rate than the requested version is not stored on the server, then streaming to match network bandwidth becomes impossible, resulting in stalls or hiccups at the client side. To avoid this, the lowest bit-rate version must be transcoded and stored on disk in a transcoding session; however, this requires transcoding of the lowest bit-rate versions of all video segments, which can be wasteful especially for unpopular video clips.
To address this, in our scheme, transcoding operations for the lowest bit-rate versions are optional in a transcoding session, (not mandatory), so the lowest bitrate version may need to be transcoded and stored on disk even in an actual streaming session when a version with the same or lower bit-rate than the requested version is not stored on the storage in the transcoding session. Our TPS algorithm also considers this effect by predicting and reserving the transcoding workloads in this case. 3) Implementation: We implemented our scheme in a twotier transcoding server architecture and solved a number of issues such as workload allocation and transcoding job scheduling. We also performed actual power measurements to determine if our algorithm could actually limit the transcoding energy as specified. The basic flow of our scheme can be summarized as follows:
1) A TPS algorithm is executed to determine which versions can be transcoded in transcoding session for each video segment. 2) Each video then goes through a transcoding session to transcode the versions determined to be transcoded by the TPS algorithm. 3) After all the transcodable versions of each video clip are transcoded, the streaming session for each video can be started to deliver its video segments to the clients. In the streaming session, online transcoding may be required for the segment depending on the result of the TPS algorithm as follows:
• Case 1 (no online transcoding is required): If the lowest bit-rate version is available, then no transcoding operation is required in the streaming session because the highest available bit-rate version lower than the requested one can be delivered to the client although the requested bit-rate version is not found.
• Case 2 (online transcoding may be required): If the lowest bit-rate version is not available, then the same or lower version of the request may not be found in the storage. In this case, the lowest bitrate version needs to be transcoded. After online transcoding, the lowest bit-rate version is stored on the storage device to eliminate online transcoding for that segment afterwards. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of our transcoding server.
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
To maximize video quality within energy limits, we formulate the optimization problem in the following steps: 1) overall video quality calculation, 2) transcoding time calculation and 3) problem formulation. Let N seg be the number of segments in a transcoding server. 
1) OVERALL VIDEO QUALITY CALCULATION
Let p i,j be the access probability of version V i,j , (i = 1, . . . , N seg and j = 1, . . . , N ver ), where [26] .
Let N i,j be the number of requests for version V i,j for the length of total streaming session, L total . Let λ be the total request rate to all the segments in a server. N i,j can be then calculated as follows:
Let X i,j , (i = 1, . . . , N seg , and j = 1, . . . , N tran ) be the parameter, indicating whether V i,j is transcoded or not in a transcoding session; if X i,j = 1, then version V i,j is transcoded and stored so that it can be delivered to clients in a streaming session; otherwise, it is not transcoded, so its alternate version should be delivered to clients. We assume that ∀i, X i,N ver = 1, because the original version is automatically accessible without transcoding. When X i,j = 0, so the requested version V i,j is not available, the highest among available versions V i,k , where X i,k = 1 and k ≤ j, needs to be delivered to clients instead of version V i,j . In addition, if the lower bit-rate version than requested does not exist, then online transcoding may be required to produce the lowest bit-rate version, which is delivered to clients. To represent this, we introduce a new index variable that represents an actual version that is delivered to the client for the requested version V i,j , I i,j as follows:
Then, the transcoding gain, G i,j can be defined to express the overall video quality achieved for the request to version V i,j as follows:
2) TRANSCODING TIME CALCULATION Let C j→k i be the CPU transcoding time required to transcode version V i,j to V i,k , (j > k). In video transcoding, a higher bitrate version can be transcoded to a lower bit-rate version, but the opposite conversion is not allowed. In addition, if
; therefore, to transcode a version V i,j , the lowest bit-rate version k, where k > j (say, H i,j ), needs to be chosen as a source of transcoding to minimize computation overhead as follows:
be the transcoding time required to transcode version V i,j in the transcoding session which can be calculated as follows: N i,j ≥ 1, then the probability that a lower version than L i is requested is higher than 1, which means that the lowest version, V i,1 needs to be transcoded in the streaming session once; otherwise, the expected transcoding time is calculated as C
can be calculated as follows:
Based on this, we introduce the total transcoding time required for version V i,j , C total i,j as follows:
3) OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let E limit be the energy limit assigned to the entire transcoding operation. If P trans is the transcoding power, then to cap the energy consumption below E limit , the transcoding time should not exceed C limit = E limit P trans . We then define an optimization problem, called the transcoding selection problem (T SP) that selects X i,j for segment i, with the aim of maximizing the overall video quality during the streaming session while limiting total transcoding time by C limit in both online and offline phases as follows:
IV. TRANSCODING PARAMETER SELECTION ALGORITHM
T SP is NP-hard because it includes a special case of the knapsack problem [27] . For example, if N tran = 1 so that there is only one transcoded version, then the problem can be reduced to determine whether each version can be transcoded with the aim of maximizing the overall transcoding gain, which corresponds to a 0/1 knapsack problem.
Since T SP is NP-hard and the server has a very large number of video segments, it is almost impossible to derive the optimal transcoded set in reasonable time. We therefore propose an algorithm called transcoding parameter-selection based on a heuristic (TPS-H) algorithm with polynomial-time complexity, allowing values of X i,j to be obtained at small overhead. 
where the numerator and denominator respectively represent the transcoding gain and time difference between two successive sets. All the values of Y i are initialized to 1 so that no version is transcoded. Then TPS-H increases the values of Y i in a greedy way and chooses the most profitable change first to balance the transcoding time with gain; to maximize the transcoding gain (numerator) with the shortest incremental cost of transcoding time (denominator), it repeatedly finds the highest value of R i,m to increase the value of Y i within the energy limit. Based on this, the TPS-H in Fig. 2 has the two steps as follows: 1) Initialization phase: We introduce variables of t i for each segment i, which signify that the t i th element in the set of S i is selected for segment i. t i is initialized to 1, so that no version is transcoded, which corresponds to no transcoding computation but the lowest transcoding gain (line 2). 2) Greedy search phase: t i may be then increased to increase the total transcoding gain, but this should not exceed the transcoding time limit, C limit . For this purpose, the highest value of R i,high in the set A needs to be selected to maximize overall transcoding gain, so that the value of t i is increased to high until the transcoding computing constraint can be satisfied (lines 3-13).
B. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented our scheme on a transcoding server composed of two types of nodes: front-end and back-end nodes [9] , [15] . The front-end node allocates each transcoding job to an appropriate back-end node that performs actual transcoding. A TPS algorithm needs to be executed on the front-end node to determine which versions can be transcoded for each video segment. We resolved several issues for the implementation as follows:
1) Workload allocation: To balance transcoding workloads among back-end nodes, the front-end node calculates the total transcoding time for each back-end node, and assigns transcoding jobs to the back-end node using the current shortest total transcoding time. Whenever there exist transcoding requests in a streaming session, the front-end node assigns these jobs to the back-end node with the shortest total transcoding time. On each back-end node, the job queue for online transcoding has a higher priority than that for offline transcoding, which allows prompt processing of online transcoding. TPS algorithms take an energy limit parameter (E limit ) and video segment parameters (C total i,j and G i,j ) to determine transcodable versions for each segment. When new video clips are released or uploaded so that workloads in transcoding session change, TPS is executed to find the best transcoding parameters for the segments in a current job queue. The value of E limit can be set to an energy value that should be limited for the current transcoding workloads.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. SIMULATIONS
We performed simulations to examine the effect of our scheme on overall video quality and energy consumption. For simulation parameters, we profiled video quality indices for each version of the five sample videos using an SSIM tool [26] , and then the SSIM value, SSIM i,j are chosen randomly from version j in these sample clips. However, video quality scores are generally expressed as mean opinion scores (MOS) between 1 (bad) and 5 (excellent) [28] , so the values of SSIM are converted to those of MOS to derive the values of Q i,j , 1 ≤ Q i,j ≤ 5 as tabulated in Table 2 [28] . P tran is set to 93 W, as measured [9] .
Unless otherwise stated, the length of a segment is set to 6 seconds. We profiled the transcoding times required for each segment of five sample videos (1: Spiderman, 2: The Mummy, 3: Transformers, 4: War for the Planet of the Apes, 5: Wonder Woman), as tabulated in Table 3 [25] . From this table, we observe that the required transcoding time is quite different depending on the resolution of the source version. To reflect this, the transcoding time of each version is chosen randomly between the maximum and minimum transcoding times of these sample versions, which is dependent on the source version. For example, transcoding times from the source with resolution of 1920 × 1080 to the target with resolution of 1280 × 720 can be selected randomly between 3.5s and 4.5s. Unless otherwise stated, λ is set to 100 requests per second.
The access probability of each segment follows a Zipf distribution, where θ was set to 0.271, as profiled in a real VoD application [29] . Typically, the previous segment of the video clip has a higher priority than the latter segment [30] , [31] , so the popularity of segments in a single video can be modeled by a Zipf distribution with θ = 0.2 (see [31] ). To express various version popularities, the following workloads are considered:
• HVP: High bit-rate versions are popular (∀ i,
• MVP: Medium bit-rate versions are popular (∀ i,
• LVP: Low bit-rate versions are popular (∀ i,
• RVP: Version popularity is chosen randomly.
1) COMPARISON BETWEEN TPS-H AND OPTIMUM
To verify the efficacy of TPS-H, we developed a dynamic programming algorithm called transcoding parameter selection algorithm using dynamic programming (TPS-DP) that can derive an optimal solution for only small values of N seg and C limit due to its high time complexity. TPS-DP has the three steps as follows: 1) Initialization: a) Let D gain i,n be the maximum transcoding gain when i is a video segment index and n is the value of transcoding time limit (i = 1, . . . , N seg and n = 0, . . . , C limit ). Let D back i,n be the set index of transcoded versions for a segment i, to achieve this maximum transcoding gain, D are all calculated using recurrence relationship as follows:
Then, using this recurrence, all the values of D the efficacy of the heuristic algorithm only for small transcoding workloads, (N seg = 583 and the length of a segment is 1 minute). Table 4 tabulates how the video quality scores of TPS-H and TPS-DP vary for different values of E limit , which shows that TPS-H provides a nearly optimal solution for T SP, by exhibiting between 0.001% to 0.121% less QoE scores than the optimal value obtained from TPS-DP. Table 5 tabulates the times taken to run the algorithms for different values of E limit on a machine with an Intel i7-4790. It takes between 0.016s and 0.048s for TPS-H, but between 12.405s and 131.001s for TPS-DP. In particular, in TPS-DP, the execution time increases significantly as E limit increases, which indicates that TPS-DP has a scalability problem, making it impossible to use it for large-scale streaming systems.
2) VIDEO QUALITY AND ENERGY COMPARISON BETWEEN TPS-H AND A SCHEME THAT TRANSCODES ALL BIT-RATE VERSIONS
For comparison, we consider 3000 videos with lengths between 1 and 3 hours. We profiled overall video quality delivered to the clients for 72 hours when λ = 100 requests/s. We here compared TPS-H with a scheme that transcodes every bit-rate version, which we call TPS-ALL. Fig. 3 shows the average amount of energy consumed by both schemes for different values of E limit , and Table 6 tabulates video quality scores against the values of E limit . From these results, we made the following observations: 1) TPS-H always keeps total energy consumption below E limit . This is because TPS-H attempts to find the best parameter configuration subject to E limit . However, the energy used for TPS-ALL is 701.5 kWh.
2) The overall video quality score increases with the values of E limit because more versions can be transcoded at a higher energy budget in TPS-H. 3) TPS-ALL exhibits better video quality than TPS-H because all the versions can be provided to users as requested. However, the difference is likely to be very small, ranging from 0.033% and 4.361%. 4) Energy differences between TPS-H and TPS-ALL range between 20% and 65%. In particular, even when the energy difference is 65%, the difference of average video quality is only 3.31%, which clearly shows that TPS-H can be effectively used to limit energy consumption at a small cost of video quality degradation.
3) COMPARISON BETWEEN TPS-H AND STANDARD ALGORITHMS
We also compared TPS-H with three standard algorithms that can be derived to solve T SP as follows:
• Pop-video: All the transcoding versions in the most popular videos are transcoded first subject to transcoding time limit, C limit .
• Pop-segment: All the transcoding versions in the most popular segments are transcoded first subject to transcoding time limit.
• Pop-version: The popularity of each individual version is considered, so that the most popular versions are transcoded first subject to the transcoding time limit.
For fair comparison, similar to the TPS-H, all other algorithms above transcode the lowest version on-the-fly when a version lower than the requested version is not stored. Fig. 4 shows average amount of energy consumed, while Fig.5 shows video quality scores of each algorithm against the values of E limit . We then made the following observations: 1) TPS-H keeps total energy consumption below E limit .
However, the actual energy usage of other standard algorithms exceeds the E limit . 2) TPS-H always consumes the lowest energy compared with three other algorithms. For example, TPS-H saves more energy between 5.19% and 30.23% than Popvideo, between 2.1% to 28.66% than the Pop-segment, and between 1.68% and 28.92% than Pop-version.
3) The Pop-version scheme consumes the lowest energy among three standard algorithms but the difference is not high. 4) Video quality improves with the energy budget, because more versions can be stored at high energy budget.
5) Fig. 5 shows that TPS-H has the lowest video quality scores when E limit = 245.5 kWh, exhibiting 0.096 less video quality score than Pop-version at maximum for HVP workloads. This is because TPS-H keeps the energy usage below 245.5 kWh, whereas other schemes cannot. However, as E limit increases, the difference in QoS score decreases, and finally TPS-H shows better video quality than other techniques. For example, TPS-H exhibits better video quality than Pop-video when E limit ≥ 350.7 kWh, than Pop-segment when E limit ≥ 456.0 kWh and Pop-version when E limit ≥ 561.2 kWh. These results clearly show that TPS-H can achieve the best video quality while capping the amount of energy by the specified limit. 
4) COMPARISON BETWEEN TPS-H AND STANDARD ALGORITHMS AGAINST THE VALUES OF λ
Request rates (λ) determine the load of the streaming servers. To consider various streaming environment, we examined how the values of λ affect energy consumption and video quality scores for RVP workloads when E limit is 350.7 kWh. Fig. 7 shows how the amount of energy consumed varies against the values of λ. We then draw the following observations:
1) The amount of energy consumed increases with the values of λ for three standard algorithms, but TPS-H always limits the amount of energy used irrespective of λ values. From these results, we can easily see that the three standard schemes have scalability problems in terms of power consumption, whereas power is always capped in TPS-H. 2) TPS-H consumes the lowest energy. For example, it can save between 10.52% and 20.5% more energy than Pop-video, between 6.79% to 18.98% than Pop-segment, and between 5.9% to 17.72% than Pop-version.
3) The Pop-version scheme shows the best performance in terms of energy consumption among the three standard algorithms, because it considers version popularity for transcoding parameter selection, which reflects more accurate transcoding popularity than the other two techniques. 4) The request rate has no impact on video quality. For example, the average video quality scores were calculated as 4.14 for TPS-H, 4.117 for Pop-video, 4.149 for Pop-segment, and 4.150 for Pop-version, irrespective of the request rates. This is because the determinant of the video quality score is the popularity of video versions, which cannot be changed by the request rates.
B. POWER CAPPING RESULTS ON A REAL TESTBED
We also examined the power capping effect of our scheme on real transcoding testbed. To this end, we implemented a TPS-H algorithm on a testbed with a front-end node and four back-end nodes, each of which transcodes a total of 101 segments. The resolution of the original source video segments is set to 1920 × 1080, and the original files can be The TPS-H algorithm requires the length of the transcoding time parameter for each transcoding operation, for which the average transcoding times measured in four out of a total of 101 segments were used. For transcoding tasks, we used an FFmpeg tool [32] which can be executed using a system function call. We measured the amount of energy consumed in the transcoding session five times. Fig. 7 shows the average energy in the transcoding session for different values of E limit on a real testbed. We observe that TPS-H can accurately limit transcoding energy consumption. For example, the percentage difference between the energy budget (E limit ) and the actual energy consumption is between −1.66% and +1.93%, which clearly shows that our method can effectively limit energy usage as specified in the E limit value.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed new transcoding parameter selection schemes with the aim of maximizing video quality while limiting the amount of transcoding power consumption. We introduced the concept of transcoding gain to express the video quality and version popularity, and formulated an optimization problem that determines 1) the proportion of offline and online transcoding and 2) the versions transcoded during the offline phase to maximize overall video quality subject to energy limit. We next went on to propose a transcoding parameter selection algorithm and provide implementation details of the algorithm.
Experimental results showed that the proposed scheme can reduce transcoding power from 20% to 65% compared with conventional transcoding schemes that transcode all the bitrate versions at the maximum degradation cost of 4.36% video quality. They also demonstrated that: 1) a heuristic algorithm provides near-optimal solution with reasonable complexity; 2) TPS-H exhibits better performance than standard algorithms, reducing transcoding energy consumption between 1.68% and 30.23%; 3) the energy gap between TPS-H and other standard algorithms increases with the loads imposed on streaming servers. Real measurements on a small testbed confirm that the proposed scheme can effectively limit transcoding power consumption.
Power capping is essential in transcoding servers to prevent excessive provision of server computing resources, but this involves efficient transcoding parameter selection and computing resource management. The results confirm that our schemes can make a contribution to the construction of power-capped transcoding servers by using video quality adaptation techniques.
The goal of this paper is to maximize video quality within energy limits, but QoE in video streaming environments can be affected by various factors including video quality, switching probability, transmission delay, jitter and rebuffering. As future work, we plan to extend our scheme to take into account various networking parameters with the aim of maximizing QoE. One way to improve QoE by reducing network latency is to take account of the relationship between video quality and network transmission delay when determining transcoding parameters. 
